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Pages Here you'll find the best place to look for the game Baldr sky dive x crack. Enjoy the game Baldr sky dive x crack while you browse
our inventory, and see if Baldr sky dive x crack is available for instant download.Q: Proving that
$\sum\limits_{k=1}^\infty\frac{\sin((k+1)\pi/2)}{k}=\frac{\pi}{2}$ The question is, Prove that

$$\sum_{k=1}^\infty\frac{\sin((k+1)\pi/2)}{k}=\frac{\pi}{2}$$ I found some solutions, like the following one:
$$\frac{1}{2}\sum_{k=1}^\infty\sin((k+1)\pi/2)-\sum_{k=1}^\infty\frac{\sin((k+1)\pi/2)}{k}=0$$ But the solution in wikipedia doesn't

mention the latter sum. How can one prove this? A:
$$\sum\limits_{k=1}^\infty\frac{\sin((k+1)\frac{\pi}{2})}{k}=\sum\limits_{k=1}^\infty\frac{\sin((2k+1)\frac{\pi}{2})}{2k+1}=$$ $$=\f
rac12\sum\limits_{k=0}^\infty\frac{\sin(2k+2)\frac{\pi}{2}}{2k+1}=\frac12\sum\limits_{k=0}^\infty\sin(k+1)\frac{\pi}{2}=\frac\pi2$$

Q: Scheduling a script to run at a certain time in the background I'm running a script every 30 minutes using crontab, like this: 0 0 * * *
/usr/bin/php5 /home/user/public_html/path_to/script.php However, if I try to run that same script from the command line, it will not start

automatically. I need it to run automatically. What can I do? I already tried putting it in sudo crontab.
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